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Summary
In recent years, there has been massive progress in artificial
intelligence (AI) with the development of deep neural networks, natural language processing, computer vision and
robotics. These techniques are now actively being applied
in healthcare with many of the health service activities currently being delivered by clinicians and administrators predicted to be taken over by AI in the coming years.
However, there has also been exceptional hype about the
abilities of AI with a mistaken notion that AI will replace
human clinicians altogether. These perspectives are inaccurate, and if a balanced perspective of the limitations and
promise of AI is taken, one can gauge which parts of the
health system AI can be integrated to make a meaningful
impact. The four main areas where AI would have the most
influence would be: patient administration, clinical decision
support, patient monitoring and healthcare interventions.
This health system where AI plays a central role could be
termed an AI-enabled or AI-augmented health system. In
this article, we discuss how this system can be developed
based on a realistic assessment of current AI technologies
and predicted developments.
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Introduction
Clinicians and health services are facing unprecedented pressure because of changing demographics,
administrative requirements, workforce shortages
and increasing morbidity as well as changes in information technology demand and expectations.1,2 In
recent years, there has been major progress in artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and its application in healthcare.3 In the coming years, these techniques are
predicted to take over some of the activities currently
being delivered by clinicians and healthcare administrators.4,5 However, there has also been an exceptional amount of inﬂation about the abilities of AI
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and even sometimes claims that AI will replace
human clinicians altogether. These perspectives do
not appear to reﬂect current limitations of AI systems.6,7 If one takes a balanced perspective of the
limitations and promise of AI, one can gauge which
parts of the healthcare industry are likely to feel signiﬁcant impact of these technologies in the near
future. Currently, there is little discussion in scientiﬁc
literature or public policies as to how AI techniques
can be incorporated in healthcare delivery. This article provides a high-level perspective on this topic.

What is AI?
While AI is one of the newest ﬁelds of engineering,
the topic has been extensively researched formally
since the 1950s.8 John McCarthy, one of the founding
fathers of AI, deﬁned it as ‘the science and engineering of making intelligent machines’.9 Alan Turing
stated for a machine to be termed intelligent it
would have to demonstrate behaviour indistinguishable from that of a human.10 With the advances in AI
and its ability to emulate features of human intelligence such as reasoning and decision making, vision
and language, knowledge representation, complex
task processing and communication, some have suggested that AI is getting closer to passing the Turing
test11 and even that AI will be the principal contributor to the fourth industrial revolution.12 In the past,
there have been periods where the potential of AI was
unable to be realised because of limitations in data,
computing prowess and funding.13,14 However, the
current period where there is access to enhanced computational power and volume of data coupled with
increasing funding presents a more optimistic picture
for the application of AI.15,16

Incorporating AI in healthcare delivery
The potential roles of AI techniques in healthcare
delivery and medical research are becoming increasingly evident.17,18 Studies have highlighted the
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eﬃcacy and potential of AI-enabled health applications. These technical developments are now being
matched by signiﬁcant investment in the application
of AI in healthcare by governments and technology
companies19,20 and the United States Food and Drug
Administration is actively facilitating introduction of
AI-enabled medical devices in the market.21 In our
view, four areas where AI-enabled healthcare delivery
is likely to have the most inﬂuence are: healthcare
administration; clinical decision support; patient
monitoring; and healthcare interventions.

Healthcare administration
The business of delivering healthcare has become
complex with healthcare infrastructure in many
countries being stretched to their capacity because
of administrative burdens and resourcing constraints.22,23 Information technology tools have
been demonstrated to alleviate this burden on
health services and AI and data mining techniques
have been identiﬁed as among the most promising
approaches to support healthcare administration by
augmenting clinical care and lessening administrative demands on clinicians.24 By undertaking
repetitive and routine tasks like patient data entry
and automated review of laboratory data and
imaging results, AI can free time for clinicians to
provide direct care for patients.25 Linking machine
learning algorithms to electronic health records can
help clinicians and administrators to retrieve accurate
and context-relevant patient information.26 By using
machine learning and concept-based information
retrieval system, search accuracy and retrieval speed
can be improved. However, at this stage, there are
some issues like data and label availability, the
explainability of the machine learning model and
the ability to easily integrate such models with existing electronic health record systems that have yet to
be addressed.27 New algorithmic approaches using
transfer learning, contextual analysis, knowledge
injection and knowledge distillation have been proposed to address these issues. Health services can
also use optimised machine learning algorithms
to support clinic scheduling and patient prioritisation
thus reducing waiting times and more eﬃcient use
of services.28 AI techniques can help hospitals in
predicting the length of stay of patients at the
pre-admission stage, enabling more appropriate and
eﬃcient use of stretched hospital resources. Natural
language processing applications that use voicecapture and transcription have been found eﬀective in compiling electronic health record documentation and clinical note-taking leaving clinicians more
time with patients.29
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Clinical decision support
Clinical decision support systems are computer programs that draw upon clinical data and knowledge to
support decisions made by healthcare professionals.30
Clinical decision support systems can help to reduce
medical errors and increase healthcare consistency
and eﬃciency and eﬀorts to get clinical decision support systems into routine practice are increasing. AI
techniques have been used in clinical decision support
system research since the early 1970s, as in expert
systems. Machine learning algorithms are now being
used to predict the development of septic shock and
aid diagnosis26 and treatment of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease patients and many other specialist
decisions.31 They also have potential to help personalise treatment decisions for patients drawing upon
large-scale data about previous cases that historically
would have been diﬃcult to make use of in clinical
decision making. For example, a study identiﬁed how
an AI framework employing sequential decision
making could recommend alternate treatment paths,
infer patient’s health status even when measurements
were not available and reﬁne treatment/management
plans as new information was received.32
Artiﬁcial neural networks, an advanced form of
machine learning, are now being trialled for medical
diagnosis and appear to be capable of predicting and
diagnosing medical conditions better than clinicians.33
Compared to traditional clinical decision support systems based on traditional software engineering, artiﬁcial neural networks are expected to have superior
abilities in predicting many medical conditions such
as cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes risk
and artiﬁcial neural networks can be used for radiological and histopathological diagnosis. Studies have
suggested that AI programs can at least match the
performance of radiologists and pathologists18 and
integration of deep learning into electronic health records may help in identify gaps in treatment protocols
and reduce potential medical errors.34 Artiﬁcial neural
networks can tolerate a certain amount of noise in the
data but sometimes this can have an impact on the
predictions.33 Therefore, it is important to combine
the expertise and experience of clinicians with the discriminative power of the artiﬁcial neural networks.

Patient monitoring
The adoption of electronic health records and proliferation of smartphones and ﬁtness monitoring
devices has created unprecedented access to digital
data and the potential to exploit AI techniques for
monitoring patients.26 As a result, we have details on
patients’ sleep patterns, blood pressure, heart rate
and other measures in ways that we never had
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before. In addition to these advancements, we have
had increases in other settings as well. For example,
waveform pattern learning can improve monitoring
and analysis of electrocardiographs, electroencephalographs, electromyographs and Doppler ultrasounds in hospitals.18 AI-enabled software can be
used in intensive care units for cardiovascular and
respiratory monitoring through the interpretation of
vital signs. After a hospital visit, health services can
use natural language processing-enabled virtual
assistants to communicate appropriate health and
medication information and schedule follow-up
visits for patients.17 The use of such virtual health
assistants has been found to increase medication
compliance and reliable follow-up.35,36

Figure 1. Maturity levels of application of AI in healthcare
delivery.
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Healthcare interventions
Emergence of AI has helped health interventions to be
tailored for individuals or sub-groups of populations.26
Machine learning programs integrated with electronic
health records can analyse biometric and other medical
data of individual patients and recommend treatment
plans based on current clinical guidelines.18 AI programs
linked to hospital servers and capable of analysing recorded patient data and posing patient queries can reduce
waiting times in stretched emergency departments.37 AI
programs based on Fuzzy logic, a form of many-valued
logic, can be used to administer medication. For example, fuzzy controllers have been used to administer vasodilators for postoperative patients.18
Signiﬁcant developments in computer vision and
robotics in recent years promise speedier and less
expensive diagnostic and treatment services.
Computer vision has been used for several years for
automated analysis of 3D medical images,38 but it is
also now being used to assess a patient’s condition
through facial analysis.39 Elderly care presents the
greatest opportunity for utilising robots in healthcare.
Many older citizens live in the community but may
have little support from family or carers which presents
health risks. Robotic assistants have been found to ﬁll
some of the current gaps in the support of the elderly
including reminding them about regular activities and
guiding them through unfamiliar environments.40
Panel 1: Application of AI techniques in Healthcare
Machine Learning/Deep Learning: Personalised
Medicine, Patient record management and information
Retrieval, Patient Monitoring, Drug Discovery, Infectious
disease Surveillance
Natural Language Processing: Virtual
Assistants, Note taking and transcription

Health

Expert Systems: Knowledge based and non-knowledge
based CDSS, Prediction, diagnosis and treatment of medical
conditions
Computer Vision: Radiological and Histopathological
image analysis
Robots: Elderly care, End of life care, Robotic Surgery,
Emergency Medicine

Other areas of application and future trends
This is by no means a comprehensive list of AI innovations in the four healthcare delivery areas we have
focused on, but it already suggests many potential
capabilities of AI to automate and improve healthcare delivery. AI applications can extend beyond
these healthcare delivery areas. Machine learning
has been used to accelerate drug development and
its entry to the market.26 AI has been used for syndromic surveillance to spot emergence of disease outbreaks41 and to predict outcomes for critically ill and
cancer patients.18 AI has been used to reduce and, in
some instances, eliminate tests thus reducing costs for
health services. Perhaps the greatest potential is in the
use of Robotics. Diﬀerent types of robots including
mobile autonomous, industrial and educational
robots are being used in the health system.42 Hence,
considerable investment and research is occurring to
develop humanoid robots because humans may feel
less anxious in the presence of robots that look like
humans.43 Development of realistic looking humanoid robots or computer-generated virtual health
assistants may accelerate the incorporation of AI in
healthcare. At this stage, surgical robots are driven by
human surgeons and many are still only sophisticated
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manipulation device. However, there is much optimism about developments in the ﬁeld of ‘autonomous
surgery’ and it is not hard to foresee routine and
minor surgeries led by robots in the future.44

Challenges
While the rapid progress and investment in AI and
associated innovations have great promise for health
services in alleviating resource and administrative
challenges, the hyperbole is considerable and caution
is needed. The full maturity of many AI applications
is yet to be realised (see Figure I). Aside from the
many technical limitations of current AI technologies45 in comparison with human vision, language
processing and context-speciﬁc reasoning, other distinctive challenges exist in applying AI techniques in
healthcare delivery.
First and foremost is the medico-legal context46 in
which AI applications will be operated. Even within
current medical regulation, lines of responsibilities
are not always clear when medical errors occur, and
it is even less clear where responsibilities should
lie when AI ‘agents’ increasingly support or even
autonomously
deliver
healthcare
services.47
Determination of liability regarding the use of the
system, the system and the user need further deﬁnition and clariﬁcation. This is an area in which regulatory and legal authorities must consult closely with
a wide range of stakeholders in the health services as
well as clinicians and software developers.
Governments across the world have increasingly
adopted favourable positions in adoption of AI in
various disciplines and activities.48,49 While some
governments have actively involved themselves in
the application of AI in healthcare, others have supported private developers in the development of relevant AI applications.19,50 As successes of AI in
medicine become more evident,18,51 governments
and funders may be required to formulate strategies
outlining how AI gets applied in healthcare delivery
and how this process will be funded.
Another concern is to ensure that people can
understand how AI agents make clinical decisions
and remain critically alert. Because of the complexity
of deep learning and other sophisticated algorithms,
some aspects of decision making may be opaque –
this is often called the ‘black box’ problem.33
Clinicians must be closely involved in – and ideally
lead – the development of AI services, scrutinise the
data used to train the algorithms and retain a signiﬁcant degree of responsibility over AI use.
An increasingly recognised issue is the potential
for bias by the AI program towards certain population sub-groups if inappropriate sampling and
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training of the algorithms has occurred.52 Health services may also face resistance from their workforce in
adopting AI programs, which will sometimes be mistaken but sometimes based on a deep understanding
of patient care and service delivery. As diﬃculties
emerge in adoption of electronic health records,
change management methods that empower all stakeholders to participate must be adopted. Finally,
access to context-speciﬁc patient data is critical for
training and improving the accuracy of AI programs.
Recent episodes have demonstrated major sensitivities with respect to health services sharing data
with AI developers53,54 demonstrating a need to not
only involve clinicians and policy specialists but also
patient representatives in developing appropriate
protocols to ensure acceptable service design and
use of personal data.
Clinicians have traditionally been slow adopters of
new technology relying on tried and trusted methods
to deliver clinical care.55 Introduction of AI-enabled
applications would no doubt encounter resistance
even when the applications have progressed
through relevant regulatory channels.7 It is important
then for developers and authorities to have involved
clinicians in the design and testing of these applications to not only create a sense of trust in the applications but also ensure these applications do not add
work for clinicians.56 Also, important is the availability of a user-friendly interface and integration with
existing health information technology systems.57,58

Conclusion
Rapid advances in AI research and the resources
being provided by governments and industry make
it highly likely that AI will be used extensively in
healthcare delivery and there is huge potential for
cost-saving as well as service quality improvement.
However, questions remain as to how and how fast
this development will and should occur. As well as
ensuring that engineering practice and standards of
evidence are of the highest quality before adoption
takes place, ‘soft’ issues like fair and open access to
data, medico-legal responsibilities in decision making
and equitable distribution of beneﬁts have to be
addressed. As governments invest in the development
and deployment of AI in healthcare, enthusiasm for
promised changes needs to be matched by caution
and careful planning.
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